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KASHMIRI SHAMANIC TANTRIC MASSAGE!
CONNECTING HEART & SOUL... TO FULL BODIED BLISS
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This session is no longer offered as a first session with me...
you may chose this exquisite hour and a half session to extend
the introductory initiation session at an additional $250.00.

Are you ready to take positive ACTION?
Have you desired a change in Your Sexual Experience long enough?
Can you release your AGENDA & attachment to a specific outcome?
Will you PRACTICE a few techniques to become a Multi-Orgasmic Man?
Are you willing to allow me to guide you to your Inner Orgasmic Bliss?
Are you 200 pounds or less??

When I pioneered the Tantra & Sexual Healing movement here in Atlanta starting in
1997, what I observed, was a lot of men who were looking for a way to experience the
emotional & sexual connection they had lost with their partners...
especially once children arrived...
Sensual massage was a way for them to experience what they felt was missing...and
not feel like they were cheating on their partners...whom they love dearly but are not
getting their sexual need met. I feel this is the HEART of the matter!
We have all tried many ways to experience validation and emotional connection
through our sexuality. I feel what most men experience from the sensual massage
offered currently here in Atlanta...is no more than a quick fix and manipulation of their
sexual need to be received fully by a woman...
Unfortunately what is usually offered is not much more than to... get you up...get you
off...and get you out of there...with or without naked!
While there is nothing wrong with an erotic experience...
The problem is that within hours, days or weeks..however long it takes for you...
You are right back where you started from!! With nothing to show for your time &
money...you are little more than the proverbial hampster who runs the wheel!
(There are always exceptions to this of course)
The deep relaxation you seek will never happen through ejaculation...
sorry if I disillusion you! Relaxation & release come from within and you are in control!
I am so grateful for the individuals who have come for sessions with me already,
for sharing their stories, for their courage, fortitude & willingness to discover their
deepest yummy places within!
These individuals allowed me the honor of their unconditional trust in my ability to
guide them to the center of their core Inner Orgasmic Vibrational Being...back to the
place within of Pure & Innocent wholeness, fully complete & fully conscious of their
Divine Sacred Sexual Self...if only for a moment they glimpsed...the inner truth...
Truth that lives forever...
In my experience working with men & women for the past 15+ years, most men have
never been fully received unconditionally by a woman, as well as most women have
never been fully received the way a woman naturally loves...as a Mother...by her
man!
(women's update coming soon!)
I know the place you seek...
but have not found...and not for the lack of trying!
I am your guide for this Incredible journey! I'll take you there...
I will teach you how to take your partner there with you by penetrating her heart first!
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see what others say about Cheri...

If you can relate to any of the above but have not yet found a safe haven to
explore... I am here to assist you... Awakening & Inspiring you is my calling!
Every person has issues & limiting beliefs/belief systems, that are unique to them but
part of the collective consciousness...no two people experience healing or
transformation the same way...
We each have a unique key to unlock our potential...
You will experience a conscious sweet Surrender to a Spiritual & Sexual Rebirth to the
peace within that we all long for....unconditionally loving, loved and as love itself
This is not for the faint of heart...but those who are READY to be FULL HEARTED!
Call TODAY for your opportunity to experience YOUR AWAKENING TO BLISS!

This is a Sacred Ritual. Please remove your mind from the trough.

SHAMANIC TANTRIC MASSAGE FOR MEN
(formerly Kashmiri)
We all reach a point as men (and women) when we look at mere sex and exclaim—sex is
great stuff—but there has to be more to it than I am experiencing. I will show you what
seems to be missing, and how to release the pattern forever in the understanding of our
sexual natures. It is easier than you think...

ALL other aspects of your Life Energy (Chakras). What happens then...?
Together, we release YOUR Power to fully embrace all aspects of your Being in divine union
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within. This is a sacred marriage of you with You—between your own inner masculine and
feminine. The Yin-Yang of a Whole Person.
Only then can you can invite the Sacred back to the bedroom and into your own morality!
Open YOURSELF now, at last, and your entire Being will fill with the love that exists—has
always existed—trapped deep within you.
I provide a safe environment to experience your loving in a whole new way. By adding insight
to experience, you evolve into that Divine Lover and Real Man you always knew deep inside
that you could be.
Allow me to help you access
your true hearts desire,
Cheri

Expand, feel safe and open your heart. A lot of affectionate proximity - being held and gently
rocked.
Calm-flowing strokes, that get under the skin and
activate the bodys energy centers.
The Shamanic Tantric massage is slower, calmer and even
more nourishing than the Tantric massage
alone. It will touch your soul in the most loving wayl!
The intimate areas are touched, yet orgasm is not the
focus, but rather riding your wave of internal BLISS that
takes you beyond ejaculation!
The Energetic "O" experience...
A beautiful experience for those, who would like to feel
comfortable and secure within their own body and are willing
to experience love without agenda!
This session is no longer offered as a first session with me...
you may chose this exquisite hour and a half session to
extend
the introductory initiation session at an additional $250.00.
at my Roswell studio 9 AM to 7 PM...Monday to Friday...
or when I am traveling...

Due to the fact that I am a small woman, you must be 200
pounds or less.
This session must be scheduled by phone...
Cheri can be reached at the number below.
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